
MAYONES 
Federico Malaman Jabba Mala 5

BGM’s chum Federico Malaman has a new signature bass out, courtesy of Mayones. 
Mike ‘The Hutt’ Brooks delivers a fully-featured assessment

Mayones
wwww.mayones.com £2650

ignor Malaman’s phenomenal bass skills have always been 
celebrated in these pages, and it comes as no surprise to see 
a signature instrument from Mayones sporting his name. 
This bass takes the brand’s Jabba template and embellishes 

upon it, but does it justify its substantial pricetag? Let’s take a look...

Build Quality
One look at the Mala 5 reveals that this is based on a Jazz bass 
format, but of course, it has much to offer besides that basic 
design. With a great lower cutaway, contouring to the front and 
rear and a recessed, sculpted six-bolt neck joint, player comfort is 
paramount. There is a significant headstock bias but this is fixed 
once the Mala 5 is placed on a strap, and with a swamp ash body 
core and eye poplar top, it’s hardly a back-breaking bass. 

The satin three-tone cherry sunburst finish on our review model 
(which is also available in cream and dirty blue burst finishes) gives 
the bass a simultaneously traditional and modern vibe, enhanced 
by the inclusion of matching headstock facing. The smooth satin 
finish gives the hard rock maple neck an enticing quality, while 
the 24-fret pau ferro fingerboard, 34.25 scale length, 19mm string 
spacing and low action create a familiar but supremely playable 
neck experience, with no sharp frets on either side. 

With a ‘four over one’ machine-head setup, utilising Hipshot 
Ultralite chrome tuners and satin chrome nuts for stability, 
a Mayones Big Foot bridge and six-control layout, the visual 
is clean and uncluttered. The three-band EQ and vintage 
tone control promise an assorted palette of tones, while small 
touches such as the etched signature on the rear control plate 
complete  the package.

Sounds And Playability
Groove, finesse, talent, quality... All apt descriptions of Malaman’s 
playing, and they could equally be applied to this bass, judging on 
first impressions. Its impressive sustain and resonance are quite 
obvious from an acoustic perspective. The bass has a naturally 
smooth tone, but digging in brings a throaty rasp to the fore.

Hooking the bass up to an Aguilar Tone Hammer, the natural 
character of the Mala 5 shines through – a combination of rounded 
but powerful lows, a solid midrange full of finesse and a slinky 
top end bristling with detail. The pairing of Aguilar humbuckers 
with a Mayones M-BP3 circuit gives the player extensive tonal 
options: testing the EQ controls shows that there aren’t any 
unusable extremes, just usable parameters – so no matter how 

much top or bottom end you boost or cut, the bass still stands up 
well. The VTC (vintage tone control) is a useful addition, although 
its effect on the tones is more muted than I would like.

Fingerstyle players, tappers and slappers will all find much to 
enjoy here, although rockers might consider some of the tones 
a little too smooth and polished for their tastes. Adding a pick 
and some additional distortion from an outside pedal or amp will 
rectify that. Switching between both mid-range options gives 
some extra boost and projection, so feel free to experiment with 
this as you may find it a useful option in situations where you 
need to stand out.

Playability is top-notch across the whole bass, and while 
the setup is exceptional, the neck itself deserves additional 
comment. The shallow C- (or rounded D-) shaped profile is quite 
something, and for a five-string neck, with a 43mm nut width, 
this bass may just convert some four-string players to the extra 
string. Clarity across all five strings is impressive, and the low B 
response should be applauded.

Conclusion 
There is very little to find fault with here – Mayones and Malaman 
have come up with a mighty fine instrument. As for whether it 
will  set the market alight, against so much competition at this 
price, we shall have to wait and see. Nevertheless, track one 
down and prepare to be impressed. 
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Price | £2650
Made In | Poland

Colour | Three-tone cherry sunburst, 
satin finish

Body | Swamp ash core with  
eye poplar top

Neck Joint | Bolt-on, six-bolt 
attachment

Nut Width | 43mm 
Fingerboard | Pau ferro

Frets | 24
Pickups | Aguilar DCB humbucking 

pickups x 2
Electronics | Mayones M-BP3 three-

band EQ active preamp
Controls | Volume (push/pull for active/
passive mode), pickup pan, middle (push/

pull for 400/800 Hz operation), stacked 
bass/treble, vintage tone control
Hardware | Chrome hardware, 

Mayones Big Foot bridge, Hipshot HB6C 
Ultralite machine heads
Weight | 3.9 kg / 8.6 lbs

Case/gig bag included | Mayones 
hybrid bag/case

Left-hand option available | No

WHAT WE THINK
Plus | Weight, tones, well-designed 

controls
Minus | Extensive competition at this 

price
Overall | So good that we didn’t want  

to give it back
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